Introduction {#Sec1_9}
============

Influenza virus belongs to the family of *Orthomyxoviridae*. Infection of influenza virus causes a disease in humans with symptoms including high fever, cough, body ache, and runny nose. The word "influenza" was originated from the Italian language, meaning "influence." Since the disease caused by influenza virus infection occurs more often in winter seasons, it was thought in the ancient world to be caused by the influence of astrological movements. The true reason that influenza returns each year is because of the unique structure of the influenza virus. The influenza virion contains an envelope of lipid membrane that is derived from the plasma membrane of the infected host cell, the site of influenza virus assembly (Fig. [9.1](#Fig1_9){ref-type="fig"}). The membrane envelope forms a barrier inside of which are the viral components protected from the environment when the virus particle is in circulation. Immediately underneath the membrane envelope there is a layer of matrix formed by the matrix protein. The matrix protein layer encloses the viral genome that is composed of eight segments of nucleoprotein-enwrapped single-stranded RNA in the negative sense. These eight genome segments encodes ten viral proteins, including three subunits, PA, PB1, and PB2, of the viral-specific RNA polymerase, two surface glycoproteins, hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA), the nucleoprotein (NP), the matrix protein (M), the proton channel protein M2 that is translated from the spliced mRNA of M, and two nonstructural proteins NS1 and NS2 that are the products of the two alternatively spliced eighth viral mRNA. NS2 is also known as nuclear export protein (O'Neill et al. [@CR52_9]). The outcome of the influenza virus entry into the host cell is to release the eight viral genome segments into the nucleus to initiate virus transcription and replication. The entire virus entry process may be divided into a number of steps. First, the influenza virus particle needs to recognize a specific receptor molecule on the surface of the target host cell to allow the virus particle to gain access to the specific host cell in which influenza virus may replicate. The receptor molecule for influenza virus is a terminal α-sialic acid that is linked to saccharides anchored on the host cell surface by various mechanisms. In the second step, the tight association of the influenza virus particle with the host cell induces endocytosis that generates an endosome to encapsulate the entering virus particle. The endosome is then translocated in the next step to the site near the nucleus. The fourth step is to fuse the viral membrane with the host membrane that forms the endosome, which is mediated by the HA glycoprotein embedded in the virus surface. This membrane fusion step releases all eight segments of the RNA genome into the nucleus where the initiation of transcription of viral genes and the later viral replication takes place.Fig. 9.1Cartoon showing the architecture of influenza virus

The key player in virus entry is the surface glycoprotein HA that contains the host receptor binding site to allow the virus particle to attach to specific host cells, the fusion peptide that is inserted into the target cellular membrane during membrane fusion, and other structural elements that may refold during the membrane fusion process. Since HA is a surface glycoprotein on the virus particle, it is readily recognized by host antibodies when influenza virus infects the host. However, influenza virus is quite capable of escaping the host defense system by unique mechanisms. During the replication cycle, the viral-specific RNA polymerase makes errors with a high frequency in its synthesis of viral RNAs. The errors during replication will generate a large number of variants of the HA glycoprotein. Some of them will allow the influenza virus to become resistant to neutralization by the existing host antibodies. By this selection mechanism, a new influenza virus that can escape the host immune system is generated and can replicate readily in the infected host. The novel influenza virus variant can spread to other hosts if they have not been exposed to this variant previously either through vaccination or through natural infection. This is the main reason that influenza virus comes back year after year because in each season new influenza virus strains become the circulating variants to which the human population has not acquired sufficient immunity. The same variations also occur by the same mechanism in the NA glycoprotein, the other surface glycoprotein in influenza virus. Such changes in the HA and NA glycoproteins are termed "antigenic drift" (Hay et al. [@CR25_9]). During antigenic drifts, amino acid sequences are replaced in areas that are exposed to antibody recognition, and at the same time, the amino acid substitutions are restricted from locations that are required for receptor binding, maintaining a function fusion peptide, and proper structural changes for mediating membrane fusion. When the HA amino acid substitutions are accumulated in the repertoire of influenza virus strains, they are mostly on the exposed surface of the HA glycoprotein except for the receptor binding site, the fusion peptide, and the amino acids that accommodate the fusion peptide before HA structural changes for membrane fusion (Wilson et al. [@CR77_9]). Besides antigenic drifts, there is also occasionally a dramatic change in HA antigenicity of influenza A virus. The HA glycoprotein of influenza A virus has been classified in 20 subtypes (H1--H20) based on a hemagglutination-inhibition test (Yen and Webster [@CR79_9]). Subtypes H3 and H1 have been circulating globally in recent years. However, there could be a sudden change of HA subtype in a given year, termed "antigenic shift." This type of change is the result of replacing one gene segment of a circulating influenza virus with another gene segment, a process called reassortment. Reassortment could occur in influenza virus because its genome prepresent in the virion is segmented. The HA glycoprotein must be compatible with other segments in the emerging influenza virus derived from the reassortment. If two influenza virus strains with totally different segmented genomes coinfect a common host, a novel influenza virus could emerge by regrouping a set of genome segments from the two sources. An antigenic shift usually leads to a global influenza pandemic, such as the pandemic of 1918 influenza that was the result of introducing a new H1N1 avian influenza virus in the human population (Compans et al. [@CR14_9]). Throughout the antigenic changes over the many years, the HA-mediated virus entry remains robust in all influenza virus strains. The HA glycoprotein is fully functional despite many substitutions in its amino acid sequence.

Structure of Hemagglutinin {#Sec2_9}
==========================

Influenza virus is divided into three types: influenza A virus, influenza B virus, and influenza C virus. For virus entry, hemagglutinin, the major glycoprotein on the surface of influenza virion, plays multiple roles in each step of the virus entry pathway. For influenza A virus, HA has been classified in 20 subtypes (H1--H20). The subtype of an influenza A virus is determined if the antisera corresponding to that subtype could inhibit the hemagglutination by the virus. Influenza B and C viruses have only one subtype and these two viruses have only been found circulating in humans.

The first glimpse of influenza virus HA was from electron micrographs. HA molecules appear as spikes covering the surface of the influenza virion (Compans et al. [@CR14_9]). In the recent higher resolution three-dimensional structure reconstructed from tomographic images of influenza virion (Harris et al. [@CR24_9]), the trimeric glycoprotein of HA is present as clearly distinct spikes scattered on the virion surface. The HA trimers are anchored through a transmembrane domain that penetrates the membrane envelope, which allows the C-terminal cytoplasmic tail of HA to interact directly with the matrix protein layer. The lollipop-shaped tetrameric NA is present among HA trimers in a small number (Fig. [9.1](#Fig1_9){ref-type="fig"}).

HA is inserted into the lumen of the ER during translation. The trimeric HA precursor travels through the secretory pathway from ER, Golgi apparatus, and secretory vesicles to the plasma membrane. Along the secretory pathway, HA becomes glycosylated and is processed into HA1 and HA2 polypeptides by the host proteinase. The cleavage of HA into HA1 and HA2 generates the fusion peptide at the N terminus of HA2. Uncleaved HA molecules are incompetent to mediate membrane fusion. The ectodomains of the mature HA trimers can be released from the surface of influenza virion by a proteinase, bromelain. The crystal structure of the HA ectodomain from an influenza A virus revealed the features that are important for the functions of HA (Fig. [9.2](#Fig2_9){ref-type="fig"}) (Wilson et al. [@CR77_9]). The HA1 molecule is primarily on the outside of the HA trimer. The first 18 amino acids participate in a β-sheet formed by amino acids in the N-terminal and C-terminal regions of the HA2 molecule. This motif appears to be the structure that tethers the HA1 molecule to the membrane-anchored HA2 molecule. The next 18 amino acids form part of the pocket that accommodates the hydrophobic fusion peptide in the metastable HA structure on the influenza virion prior to virus entry. The rest of the HA1 molecule continues to extend to the top of the trimetric HA spike where a ligand-binding domain of a β-fold is located at the extreme end. The conformation of the ligand-binding domain at the top of the trimeric HA spike is partially stabilized by the contacts between themselves around the threefold symmetry axis. The ligand-binding domain is similar to the common protein fold that binds saccharides. It is composed of two β-sheets folded as a barrel. Since the host cell receptor for influenza virus HA is sialic acid, a saccharide moiety, it is not surprising that HA structure contains such a protein fold at the strategic location where it can recognize the host receptor molecule. Following the ligand-binding domain, the HA1 molecule extends downward along the HA2 molecule to end near the fusion peptide at the N terminus of the HA2 molecule. This conformation of the HA1 C terminus is the result of the cleavage between HA1 and HA2. In the uncleaved precursor, this region forms a surface loop accessible to protease (Chen et al. [@CR10_9]). The size of the loop and the number of positively charged amino acids in the loop determine how easy the HA molecule is processed. When there are more than three positively charged amino acids in this loop, the cleavage at this site is more efficient and the influenza virus becomes more virulent, often highly pathogenic (Zambon [@CR81_9]). The HA2 molecule forms the core of the HA trimer. The fusion peptide leads to the amino acids that participate in the anchoring β-sheet involving the N terminus of the HA1 molecule. After the β-sheet, the first α-helix of the HA2 molecule stands up roughly parallel to the threefold symmetry axis of the HA trimer. A large loop underneath the HA1 structural motif that contains the ligand-binding domain links the first α-helix to the second long α-helix that forms a coiled coil with the other two HA2 molecules to form a three-helix bundle toward the ­membrane envelope. The three-helix bundle is firmly anchored by the transmembrane domain in the membrane envelope. The three-helix bundle is a common structural motif in all the type I fusion proteins of enveloped viruses, including human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and SARS virus (Colman and Lawrence [@CR13_9]). The length of the helices may vary from virus to virus, but the three-helix configuration is the same in all viruses with type I fusion proteins. The three-helix bundle coiled coil is the key structural element that keeps the trimeric association of HA molecules throughout its structural changes during the virus entry process. The overall structure of the trimeric HA molecule could be viewed as a crown of the three HA1 molecules that caps the HA2 trimer tied together by the three-helix bundle. The HA1 crown is essential in keeping the HA structure in the metastable conformation prior to membrane fusion. The interactions between the top structural motifs and those between HA1 and HA2 molecules all contribute to the metastability, which is required for storage of energy that will be needed for the structural changes of HA during membrane fusion.Fig. 9.2Structure of hemagglutinin. (**a**) The crystal structure of the trimeric ectodomain of hemagglutinin (Wilson et al. [@CR77_9]). Each subunit of HA is colored *red*, *green*, and *blue*, respectively, with all three fusion peptides colored *yellow*. The ribbon drawings in this and subsequent figures were prepared with the program PyMol (DeLano [@CR16_9]). (**b**) A single subunit of the ectodomain is presented for clarity. The HA1 polypeptide is colored *red*, and the HA2, *lighter red*

Both HA1 and HA2 proteins are glycosylated at N-linked glycosylation sites, with the HA1 molecule having more sites glycosylated near the top of the HA spike. There are a lot of variations between influenza virus strains in terms of the number of the N-linked sequences, ranging from three to ten sites (Bragstad et al. [@CR4_9]). The presence of a sequence for N-linked glycosylation is not sufficient for this site being glycosylated. For a given influenza virus strain, the degree of glycosylation may depend on what types of cells the virus infects. For instance, there are five N-linked sequences in HA of subtype H1. When the virus was propagated in human cells, four of five sites were glycosylated (Gamblin et al. [@CR19_9]). When the virus of an avian origin was propagated in chicken embryos, only three of the five sites were glycosylated (Lin et al. [@CR43_9]). The degree and location of glycosylation has an effect on the entry of influenza virus. In the first place, proper glycosylation may be required for proper folding of the HA molecule (Segal et al. [@CR61_9]). For instance, glycosylation at Asn8 and Asn22 after the cleavage of signal peptide helps recruitment of chaperone proteins that facilitate HA folding. In other cases, the glycosylation near the receptor binding site on the top of the HA spike has a direct influence on the affinity of the HA molecule to the virus receptor sialic acid. As shown in the case of influenza virus A/Vietnam/1203/04, a highly pathogenic strain of avian influenza A virus, the HA of this virus recognizes an α2,3-linked sialyl receptor and can spread systematically in mice. Removal of the glycosylation sequence, Asn158, near the receptor binding site, contributed to the increase of HA affinity to an α2,6-linked sialyl receptor, which resulted in reduction in systematic virus spread (Wang et al. [@CR74_9]). Similar increases of receptor affinities after removal of N-linked glycosylation sites, and subsequent reduction in virus growth and spread, were also observed in other studies involving a H7N1 influenza virus (Wagner et al. [@CR73_9]).

In addition to glycosylation, formation of disulfide bonds in HA is also important for the structure of HA. There are six strictly conserved disulfide bonds in HA in all subtypes of influenza viruses, one of which is between HA1 and HA2 molecules (Segal et al. [@CR61_9]). This high conservation indicates that the pattern of disulfide bonds plays a critical role in the structure and function of HA. Studies showed that without proper formation of the disulfide bonds, the folding of HA was greatly impaired. Similarly as glycosylation, disulfide bonds are also additional factors that facilitate proper folding of HA during translation.

Among different HA subtypes, the structural differences are mainly located in three regions. First, the loops on the surface of the spike crown formed by the HA1 molecule are among the most variable structural elements. These variations are probably mostly responsible for the antigenic differences among the HA subtypes, which might not have significant effects on virus entry. The other two regions, however, are probably directly related to the process of HA-mediated virus entry. One of the regions is the receptor binding site. The structure of each HA subtype in this region appears to favor one type or the other α-linked sialic acid, which may be a determinant in host specificity of influenza A viruses. Another region of structural differences is near the fusion peptide. As discussed above, the N-terminal and the C-terminal sequences of the HA1 molecule are part of the hydrophobic pocket that accommodates the fusion peptide at the N terminus of the HA2 molecule. The fusion peptide adopts the same structure among different HA subtypes, but the sequence and structure of the HA molecule surrounding the fusion peptide changes between the HA subtypes. More details about the two regions will be discussed in later sections with regard to receptor binding and membrane fusion.

For influenza B virus, there is no subtype of HA. The single serotype of influenza B virus HA has a similar overall structure as that of influenza A virus HA. The HA1 molecule in influenza B virus also forms a crown structure on top of the trimeric HA2 molecules. However, the exact three-­dimensional structure of influenza B virus HA is quite different. For the HA1 molecule, the ligand-binding domain that contains the receptor binding site has a conformation that requires a significant rotation up to 60° in order to be superimposed with that in the HA1 molecule of influenza A virus HA (Wang et al. [@CR74_9]). Such a large degree of rotation may reflect two aspects of the HA molecule. First, the crown-like structure formed by HA1 molecules must disassemble during HA-mediated fusion. One of the requirements is that the structure of the HA1 molecule must have a hinge region that allows the rotation of the structural motif at the top of the spike in order to disassemble from the metastable trimeric conformation. It is therefore an intrinsic property in HA that the structural motif at the top of the spike is allowed to rotate without any blockage during HA-mediated membrane fusion. It is not surprising that the structural motif at the top of the spike of the influenza B virus HA adopts a conformation that is, although different from that in influenza A virus HA, within the spatial range of the HA structure.

Influenza C virus is also a virus that is only found in humans, and it has a surface glycoprotein that is quite different from HA in other influenza viruses. This surface glycoprotein in influenza C virus is called the hemagglutinin-esterase-fusion (HEF) protein. In addition to the ability to bind the host receptor molecule and to mediate membrane fusion as influenza virus HA, HEF has an additional enzymatic activity that destroys the HEF receptor molecule, 9-*O*-acetylated sialic acid, by enzymatic removal of the acetyl group. Since the receptor destroying enzyme (RDE) and the receptor-binding activities are both in HEF, influenza C virus does not therefore have any NA activity or the gene. The overall three-dimensional structure of HEF is very similar to that of HA when the two structures are superimposed, except that there are additional structural motifs in HEF corresponding to the esterase (Rosenthal et al. [@CR56_9]). The detailed structures are, however, very different between HEF and HA. HEF is also cleaved into HEF1 and HEF2 molecules in the mature influenza C virion. The N terminus of HEF1 participates in the similar β-sheet at the anchoring region, but the sequence following that does not have a structural element that forms part of the hydrophobic pocket accommodating the fusion peptide. Instead, the polypeptide directly extends to the structural motif at the top of the spike. Comparing to HA, there is one structural insertion prior to the ligand-binding domain, and one after, which are two of the three segments in the esterase. It appears that HA deleted two of the three segments in the esterase during evolution. The remaining structural element in HA helps to keep the ligand-binding domain at the same position as in HEF. The esterase in HEF is located below the receptor binding site. The C terminus of HEF1 is closely located near the N terminus of HEF1 that contains six amino acids in front of the fusion peptide. The fusion peptide in HEF is therefore not accommodated in a hydrophobic pocket as in HA. The location of the fusion peptide in HEF cannot be superimposed with that in HA. Another significant difference is in the loop that links the two long α-helices in the HEF2 molecule. This loop is much shorter in HEF, as well as the second α-helix that forms the coiled coil in the trimer. This difference makes HEF look hollow underneath the crown formed by the HEF1 trimer. The significance of this structural difference is not yet clear.

Receptor Binding Site {#Sec3_9}
=====================

As many animal viruses, influenza virus attaches to the host cell surface by recognizing a specific receptor. The commonly known receptor molecule for influenza virus is a sialic acid (also known as *N*-acetylneuraminic acid) that is covalently linked to the end of oligosaccharides on glycoproteins or glycolipids (Schauer [@CR60_9]). Sialic acid is present on the surface of many cell types and also on cell-secreted products. Sialylation is an important mechanism of masking cells or microorganisms, as well as products they produce, to avoid being recognized by the host immune system. At the same time, the sialyl moiety is often used as ligands for attachment proteins that have important cellular functions, or as receptors (co-receptors) for microorganisms including viruses, bacteria, fungi, and parasites. Influenza virus is one of the best known example that uses sialic acid as the receptor for cell entry.

The sialic acid binding site of influenza virus is located in each subunit of the trimeric HA (Fig. [9.3](#Fig3_9){ref-type="fig"}). Since there are many copies of HA on each influenza virus particle, the attachment of influenza virus to the host cell surface may be considered as a multivalent binding event. As a result, the viral attachment is fairly tight even though the affinity of each individual sialyl moiety to its binding site on HA may be weak (Takemoto et al. [@CR69_9]). The estimated dissociation constant (*K* ~d~) for sialic acid binding by influenza virus HA is about 3 mM (Hanson et al. [@CR23_9]; Sauter et al. [@CR59_9]). The precise interactions between sialic acid and HA have been described by cocrystal structures (Lin et al. [@CR43_9]; Takemoto et al. [@CR69_9]; Ibricevic et al. [@CR32_9]; Tumpey et al. [@CR72_9]). The binding site is a depression on the surface of a structural domain at the top of the HA trimer. The structural domain is composed of a β-barrel motif and α-helices. This structural motif is similar to other lectin proteins in shape, but topologically different. At the bottom of the receptor binding site there are two aromatic residues, a tyrosine (Tyr98) and a tryptophan (Trp153), in influenza A virus (A/Aichi/2/1968 H3N2). The pyranose ring of sialic acid sits on top of the aromatic residues. The four different functional groups linked to the pyranose ring form specific interactions with residues surrounding the depression. The carboxyl group in its α-configuration at the C2 position of the pyranose forms three hydrogen bonds with the side chain of Gln226 and main-chain atoms. The hydroxyl group at the C4 position does not seem to be involved in binding to HA. The acetylamido group at the C5 position, on the other hand, forms both hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions. The amide group in the acetylamido group forms a hydrogen bond with a main-chain carbonyl oxygen atom, whereas the methyl group in the acetylamido group is within van der Waals contact with the side chain of Trp153. Finally, the last two hydroxyl groups in the glycerol moiety at the C6 position form hydrogen bonds with the side chains of Gln226 and Glu190, and a main-chain carbonyl oxygen atom. The network of these interactions renders the specificity for sialic acid recognition by HA. However, there are variations in the sialic acid binding site among different subtypes of influenza virus. For instance (Ha et al. [@CR22_9]), residue Leu226 is replaced by Gln226 in an avian influenza A virus H5 HA. The side chain of Gln226 in H5 appears to form a hydrogen bond with one of the carboxylate oxygen atoms and more importantly, a hydrogen bond with the oxygen atom at the C2 position that is in the glycosidic bond linking the sialic acid moiety to the oligosaccharides. The hydrogen bond formed by the hydroxyl group at the C9 position is through a water molecule to the main-chain amide group of residue Gly228, instead of directly with the side chain of Ser228 in the H3 HA. In an H9 HA, the hydrogen bond formed with the water molecule as observed in the H5 HA is conserved, but that with the side chain of Glu190 as observed in both H3 and H5 HA is lost because this residue is a valine (Val190) in the H9 HA. In addition, the left-side loop in which residues Leu/Gln226 and Ser/Gly228 are located has a more opened conformation in H3 and H9, compared to that in H5.Fig. 9.3The receptor binding site of an avian influenza virus hemagglutinin (Liu et al. [@CR45_9]). (**a**) LSTc (α2,6-linked galactose) mimicking the human receptor bound in the binding site. (**b**) LSTa (α2,3-linked galactose) mimicking the avian receptor bound in the binding site. Critical residues for binding the receptor are presented as stick models with labels

Changes in the sialic acid binding site are related to the receptor preference of different subtypes of influenza virus HA. Currently, human influenza A viruses contain H1, H2, and H3 subtypes of influenza virus HA, whereas the avian and other animal influenza A viruses contain H1--H16 subtypes (Yen and Webster [@CR79_9]). One of the differences among HA subtypes is that the HA of human influenza A viruses prefers a sialic acid that has an α2,6 glycosidic linkage to glycoproteins and glycolipids as the receptor molecule, but HA of avian influenza A viruses prefers an α2,3 glycosidic linkage. The receptor preference may be one of the barriers to prevent the wide spread of highly pathogenic avian influenza A viruses in humans to cause a severe pandemic (Ibricevic et al. [@CR32_9]; Stevens et al. [@CR66_9]; Yamada et al. [@CR78_9]). Sialic acids with an α2,6 glycosidic linkage are abundant on the human airway epithelial cells (Stray et al. [@CR67_9]; Thompson et al. [@CR71_9]). It has been postulated that an avian influenza A virus must adapt to the human sialic acid receptor in order to transmit widely from humans to humans. The binding of HA to different receptor molecules may explain the difference in receptor preference. The avian H5 HA has a glutamine residue at position 226. In the crystal structure of H5 in complex with an α2,3 glycosidic linkage to a galactose (Ha et al. [@CR22_9]), the glycosidic bond has a *trans* conformation that allows the side chain of Gln226 to make hydrogen bonds with both the glycosidic oxygen and the hydroxyl group at the C4 position of the galactose. The receptor binding site in H5 HA is also narrower so that it can only accommodate a sialic acid with the α2,3 glycosidic linkage in *trans* conformation. In the case of the avian H9 HA, a sialic acid with the α2,3 glycosidic linkage or the α2,6 glycosidic linkage may fit the receptor binding site, and the interactions with sialic acid by H9 HA are similar in both cases. However, the H9 HA can form hydrogen bonds with sugar moieties as the fourth or fifth molecule in oligosaccharides. The oligosaccharide chain adopts different conformation when bound to each individual HA even though the terminal sialic acid is bound in the same position.

In influenza B virus, the sialic acid binding site in its HA appears to be very different. First of all, the left-side loop homologous to that in influenza A virus HA is substantially more closed so the sialic acid moiety is no longer above a depressed site. The carboxylate group forms hydrogen bonds similar to the main-chain amide nitrogen and the side chain of a serine as in influenza A virus HA. However, the acetylamido group now forms hydrogen bonds with the side chain of Thr139, and the hydroxyl group at the C9 position forms hydrogen bonds with the side chain of Asp193 and Ser240. The narrower sialic acid binding site seems to be responsible for discriminating against the avian α2,3 glycosidic linkage by reducing two hydrogen bonds. Influenza B virus is found only circulating in humans.

In influenza C virus, the receptor binding site is very different. In fact, the receptor molecule is no longer the sialic acid, but 9-*O*-acetylsialic acid. The surface glycoprotein in influenza C virus is actually a HEF protein (Rosenthal et al. [@CR56_9]). By comparison with the structure of HA, there is an inserted esterase with structural motifs flanking the receptor binding domain. The esterase may perform the receptor destroying function of NA, which is missing in influenza C virus. The main difference in the receptor binding site of the HEF protein is that the left-side loop is further opened, and the 9-*O*-acetyl group as well as the hydroxyl groups at the C8 and C7 positions all participate in forming hydrogen bonds with side chains of three different residues. The acetylamido group at the C5 position also forms new interactions with side chains of two different residues.

The receptor preference of a sialic acid with the α2,6 glycosidic linkage may be one of the requirements for influenza virus to infect the human airway efficiently, but may not be the only requirement. The 1918 pandemic influenza A virus has been shown to be originated from an avian influenza A virus (Compans et al. [@CR14_9]; Lin et al. [@CR43_9]; Nicholls et al. [@CR50_9]; Shen et al. [@CR62_9]; Hayden [@CR26_9]). Its receptor preference is the a 2,6-linked sialic acid. As shown in (Liu et al. [@CR44_9]), the change of one amino acid from aspartic acid to glutamate at position 190 would switch the receptor preference from the α2,6 glycosidic linkage to α2,3 glycosidic linkage. An additional change from aspartic acid to glycine at position 225 would diminish the transmission of the pandemic virus between model animals such as ferrets (Tumpey et al. [@CR72_9]). However, the influenza virus carrying HA that has the α2,3 glycosidic linkage preference could cause the same lethal infection in mice as the 1918 pandemic influenza virus (Qi et al. [@CR55_9]), suggesting that viral factors in addition to HA also contribute to the pandemic virulence of the 1918 influenza virus. For instance, the polymerase subunit gene, PB2, from the 1918 influenza virus was also required for transmission between ferrets (Lakadamyali et al. [@CR38_9]). The NS1 gene was also shown to be an important virulence factor (Konig et al. [@CR37_9]). The adaptation of the avian influenza viruses may begin with the avian influenza virus strain that could bind both types of receptors (Matlin et al. [@CR49_9]). Additional adaptation may be required in other influenza virus genes in order for an influenza virus strain to be transmitted efficiently among humans or to increase virulence. This adaptation may take place in animal hosts, such as pigs or birds, or humans. The most threatening pandemic influenza virus strain is likely to have the receptor preference for the α2,6 glycosidic linkage and contain highly virulent genes in addition to HA.

The exact role of sialic acid binding by HA, however, may not be as clear cut as most literature described (Nicholls et al. [@CR50_9]). First of all, avian H5N1 influenza viruses that prefer the α2,3 glycosidic linkage infect humans frequently since 1997, even though the transmission from humans to humans has not been confirmed for this type of influenza virus. Furthermore, it has been shown by a number of laboratories that cells could still be infected by influenza virus after the sialic acid was removed by sialidase treatment (Kogure et al. [@CR36_9]; Stray et al. [@CR67_9]; Thompson et al. [@CR71_9]). One of the possible explanations is that the entry of influenza virus into the host cell employs a sialic acid independent mechanism, such as an alternative primary receptor molecule. The binding to sialic acid by HA may be a pre-entry step to attach the virus particle to the host cell surface. The properties of binding to sialic acid with a specific glycosidic linkage appear to be associated more closely with production of infectious progeny viruses and the ability of transmission from one host to another by influenza virus (Qi et al. [@CR55_9]; Giannecchini et al. [@CR21_9]; Nunes-Correia et al. [@CR51_9]). This suggests the potential that a novel influenza virus variant may not need to bind sialic acid at all to become transmissible among humans.

Amino acid sequence changes in HA happen frequently because the changes allow influenza virus to escape host immune responses. However, these changes must not compromise the entry function carried by HA. It has been observed that when influenza virus was passaged in mice that had been immunized with inactivated wild-type virus, the selected escape mutants also exhibited increased cellular receptor binding avidity by mutated HA (Rust et al. [@CR58_9]). Mutation sites could be near the sialic acid binding site or not close at all. Some escape mutations did not diminish polyclonal antibody binding, but simply increased virus binding avidity for cellular glycan receptors. These mutant viruses could still effectively agglutinate erythrocytes treated with *Vibrio cholerae* NA RDE that removes terminal sialic acids. The increase in receptor avidity by HA was toward sialyl glycan molecules with both the α2,3 and α2,6 glycosidic linkages. When the escape mutants were passaged in naïve mice, the receptor avidity was restored to the normal level, but the resistance to polyclonal antibody neutralization was retained. However, additional mutations were also identified in some cases that render the new mutants further resistance to polyclonal antibody neutralization. These studies suggest that under neutralizing immune pressure, influenza virus increases its receptor avidity by changing amino acid sequences throughout the HA globular domain. Additional amino acid changes may accumulate in naïve hosts in which high receptor avidity is not required for influenza virus infection. These further mutations compound on antibody resistance. Indeed, the sequence data of isolates from human and animal hosts since 1918 revealed a close relationship between receptor binding and escaping host immune response (Shen et al. [@CR62_9]).

Currently, the popular antiviral drugs for therapeutic treatment of influenza virus infection are NA inhibitors (NAIs) (Hayden [@CR26_9]). It is inevitable that drug resistance variants would arise after a period of time, some of which may have mutations in HA. The key function of NA is to remove sialic acid moieties from oligosaccharides attached to HA on newly assembled influenza virus particles when they bud out of the infected cells. If the NA activity is not present, the progeny virus particles form aggregates on the cell surface because the sialylated HA binds to each other between two influenza virus particles, and to cell surface (Liu et al. [@CR44_9]). The aggregation prevents virus release, which is the mechanism used by NAIs to stop influenza virus infection. When influenza virus was passaged in cell culture in the presence of NAIs mutations in HA were identified in some drug-resistant mutants, in addition to drug-resistant mutants that had mutations in NA (Giannecchini et al. [@CR21_9]; Hurt et al. [@CR31_9]). It is obvious that influenza virus can replicate in the presence of NAIs if the sialic acid binding properties of HA have been changed. NAI-resistant mutants with mutations in HA have not been reported from clinical isolates, but the potential still exists.

Entry Pathway {#Sec4_9}
=============

After the virus is attached to the host cell surface via binding to sialic acid by HA, the process of importing the incoming virus particle to a location inside the cell begins. There is a large number of HA molecules on influenza virus particles, which may be required for adequate binding to the cell surface to trigger the internalization process. The entry process follows a specific pathway with a number of cellular factors involved (Fig. [9.4](#Fig4_9){ref-type="fig"}). At the cell plasma membrane, the influenza virus is taken up by endocytosis (Bottcher et al. [@CR3_9]; Daniels et al. [@CR15_9]). The virus particle quickly enters coated vesicles (endosomes) inside the cell. The internalized virus particles are transported inside the endosomes to locations near the nucleus (Lakadamyali et al. [@CR38_9]). The fusion of viral membranes with endosomes is triggered by acidification of late endosomes. The result of fusion is the release of viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase-associated nucleocapsid (RNP) into the nucleus where viral transcription is initiated.Fig. 9.4A model for the entry pathway of influenza virus

Studies by Lakadamyali et al. show that the trafficking pathway of influenza virus particles to the nucleus has three distinct stages (Lakadamyali et al. [@CR38_9]). In Stage I, the endocytic vesicles are transported in an actin-dependent manner within the cytoplasm leading to the early endosomes. In Stage II, the early endosomes containing virus particles are rapidly transported by dynein-directed movement on microtubules toward the perinuclear region. At this location, the first acidification (pH  =  ≈6.0) takes place and the endosomes mature. The maturing endosomes continues to move on microtubules in Stage III. Finally, the second acidification (pH  ≈  5.0) of matured endosomes occurs and HA-mediated membrane fusion results in release of RNP into the nucleus.

The description of the entry pathway clearly indicates that the entry of influenza virus is a process directed by cellular endocytosis and transportation mechanisms. These functions are essential for the cell life cycle. Influenza virus utilizes some of the endocytosis and transportation mechanisms to support its own entry to infect the host cell. By systematic RNAi knockdown of host factors, up to 23 proteins have been shown to be related to the entry of influenza virus (Konig et al. [@CR37_9]). One of the most obvious protein groups is the host proteins that form the endosomal coat protein complex (Chen and Zhuang [@CR9_9]; Doxsey et al. [@CR17_9]; Matlin et al. [@CR49_9]; Roy et al. [@CR57_9]). The clathrin-coated pits are formed around the attached virus particle once it is attached and the particle is then internalized. A number of other host factors are also involved in the initial internalization. Dynamin, a GTPase that play an important role in clathrin-mediated endocytosis, was shown to facilitate formation of virus-loaded coated vesicles (Roy et al. [@CR57_9]). In the absence of dynamin's functions, the pinch off of the coated pits was incomplete. Epsin 1 is also a host factor that has been identified to be involved in influenza virus endocytosis via coated pits (Chen and Zhuang [@CR9_9]). Epsin 1 is an adaptor protein that interacts with proteins such as clathrin, AP-2, and Eps15, all of which play important roles in assembly of the coated pits. Association of epsin 1 induces membrane curvature. On the other hand, influenza virus could also be endocytosed by other clathrin-independent pathways, even though clathrin-dependent endocytosis appeared to be the main route used by influenza virus entry (Nunes-Correia et al. [@CR51_9]; Rust et al. [@CR58_9]; Sieczkarski and Whittaker [@CR63_9]). Analogous to using multiple receptor molecules, endocytosis of influenza virus may also utilize multiple routes.

Trafficking inside the host cell begins after the internalization of the influenza virus particle. Actin was shown to be required for the initial movement of the virus particle in polarized epithelial cells (Daniels et al. [@CR15_9]; Bullough et al. [@CR6_9]; Floyd et al. [@CR18_9]; Kemble et al. [@CR33_9]). When cytochalasin D, an inhibitor that disrupts actin polymerization, was added, influenza virus entry into the apical phase of polarized epithelial cells was inhibited. This inhibitor, however, has no effects on influenza virus entry into non-polarized cells or through the basolateral phase of polarized epithelial cells. Inhibition of myosin VI function, an actin motor protein, also decreased influenza virus infection. The coated vesicles containing influenza virus were arrested at the plasma membrane. These observations suggest that an active actin skeleton is required for directing influenza virus entry, which transports the coated vesicles to microtubules where the early endosomes are found (Lakadamyali et al. [@CR38_9]). The movement of the virus-containing early endosome is rapid in Stage II before the first acidification (pH  ≈  6.0) occurs. The host cell protein sorting system appears to be selectively required for directional movement of early endosomes to late endosomes along microtubules. The virus-containing endosomes were shown to be colocalized with Rab9 and VPS4, suggesting that the ubiquitin/vacuolar protein sorting pathway was utilized by influenza virus (Khor et al. [@CR34_9]). The lysosomal pathway for recycling could not be used for influenza virus infection. This specificity may be related to the functional requirement that virus-­containing endosomes need to traffic through the early endosomes to the late endosomes along microtubules before the final membrane fusion takes place near the nucleus (Lakadamyali et al. [@CR38_9]; Sieczkarski and Whittaker [@CR64_9]). Before the final membrane fusion, the integrity of HA is not grossly affected during trafficking from endocytosis to the late endosomes through a directed, specific pathway to near the nucleus (Sieczkarski and Whittaker [@CR64_9]). Since HA is the major surface glycoprotein that makes contact with the endosome membrane, it may very well play a role in selecting the specific trafficking pathway. This specificity may be related to recruitment of specific host proteins by HA or the unique envelope structure organized by HA.

Low pH-Induced Conformational Change in HA {#Sec5_9}
==========================================

In the late endosome, the HA mediates the fusion of the viral membrane with the endosome when the pH inside the endosome drops before 5.0. HA undergoes an extended conformational change at the acidic pH to insert the fusion peptide into the target membrane (Fig. [9.5](#Fig5_9){ref-type="fig"}). This is a common process used by many viral fusion proteins to mediate membrane fusion for viral entry. What has been learnt for influenza virus HA may have a broad application.Fig. 9.5A ribbon drawing to compare the metastable conformation of a HA subunit (*left*) with the refolded HA subunit at low pH. HA1 is colored *red*, and HA2, *lighter red*. The fusion peptide is colored *yellow*. The helix-loop-helix region in HA2 is colored *green*, *blue*, and *magenta*, for the conformation at neural and low pH. The *magenta* helix region at low pH is leveled with that in the metastable HA

As discussed above, the native structure of HA is stabilized by trimeric association of HA1 and its interactions with HA2. Conformational changes of HA as well as membrane fusion could be prevented by introducing additional disulfide bonds at the top to stabilize the trimeric HA1 (Wharton et al. [@CR75_9]), suggesting that the conformational change of the trimeric HA1 induced by low pH is required for HA-mediated membrane fusion. Upon binding to sialic acid, a step before the virus is exposed to low pH in the entry pathway, the HA1 trimer is stabilized and the conformational change of HA at low pH is actually restricted by sialic acid binding (Leikina et al. [@CR42_9]). Since the virus particle is inside the endosome after endocytosis, there are multivalent interactions between trimeric HA and the receptor molecules on the endosome membranes. In such a structure, the fusion peptide at the N terminus of HA2 may be released when pH is lowered prior to HA refolding. In order to allow full refolding of HA2, it may be necessary for a step to dissociate HA from binding to sialic acid on the endosome membrane. Lowering pH may actually be a mechanism for such dissociation. Further downstream of the refolding pathway, there may be stepwise conformational changes that proceed sequentially at low pH. Before protonation of HA surface residues when the pH is lowered, the crown formed by the HA1 trimer has a positively charged surface both inside and outside (Huang et al. [@CR29_9]). On the contrary, the HA2 trimer in its metastable conformation has a negatively charged surface. This negatively charged surface of the HA2 trimer electrostatically matches the positively charged interior surface of the trimeric HA1 crown. These attractive interactions allow HA to maintain its metastable conformation. When the pH is lowered, some surface residues in HA1 become more positively charged, such as residues His75, Lys259, and Lys299 (Huang et al. [@CR30_9]). These extra charges increase the force of repulsion among HA1 subunits so the association within the HA1 trimer is weakened. Indeed, an obvious expansion of the HA1 trimer was observed at pH 4.9 by cryo-EM imaging (Bottcher et al. [@CR3_9]). Furthermore, the structure corresponding to HA2 also appeared to move away from the native position, leaving an appearance of a channel through the center of the HA trimer. This may suggest that there is also significant destabilization of the HA2 trimer at low pH before the extended refolding. Mutagenesis studies support this notion (Daniels et al. [@CR15_9]). Mutations that rearrange the interface of the HA2 molecule resulted in a higher pH needed for triggering HA2 refolding. These mutations are located in the helix that forms a coiled coil to hold the tree HA2 subunits together. This is consistent with the suggestion that there is a threshold of structural destabilization of the HA trimer before refolding. Protonation of surface residues, especially those on HA1, induces structural changes that begin to destabilize the HA trimer. The loosen-up of the HA trimer may allow more residues to be protonated until the complete HA2 refolding.

The refolding of HA2 under low pH is a remarkable structural phenomenon observed for any protein structure (Bullough et al. [@CR6_9]). In the metastable native structure of HA, the central region of HA2 forms a helix-loop-helix structure, with residues 40--55 corresponding to the first helix; residues 56--74, the loop; and residues 75--125, the second helix. The second helix forms a coiled coil in HA2 trimer. The fusion peptide, the first 20 residues of HA2, is in front of the first helix, but oriented near the viral membrane envelope. At acidic pH, residues 40--105, which cover the first helix, the loop, and the first half of second helix in the native helix-loop-helix motif, become a continuous helix of about 100  Å in length. This extended refolding will bring the fusion peptide from its location near the viral envelope to the top of the refolded HA2 trimer, allowing it to reach the target endosome membrane. This may be the most important event during HA-mediated membrane fusion. Many viral fusion proteins have similar structural refolding to connect the viral membrane with the target membrane in the host cell. The second half of the second helix in the native helix-loop-helix motif undergoes a different conformational change. Residues 106--112 switch from a helical structure to an extended loop, and residues 113--125, although still exiting as a helix, has a 180° reorientation from its original orientation. This new orientation was suggested to represent the final collapsed "hairpin" structure of HA2 to bring the two merging membranes close to each other.

In addition to triggering the extended refolding of HA2, low pH also induces other critical structural changes that affect the fusion process. The release of the fusion peptide from the native pocket near the viral envelope is pH related and could influence the HA2 refolding. For instance, the carboxylate side chains of Asp109 and Asp112 form hydrogen bonds with residues 2--6 of the fusion peptide. Mutating either Asp109 or Asp112 to Ala increased the pH required for HA-mediated membrane fusion, suggesting that deionization of Asp109 and Asp112 at low pH could contribute to destabilization of HA (Heider et al. [@CR27_9]). Biochemical analyses conformed the extended refolding of mutant HA at the elevated pH. Other residues in the vicinity of the fusion peptide binding pocket have similar effects when mutated (Heider et al. [@CR27_9]; Ghendon et al. [@CR20_9]). The fusion peptide appears to play a major role in stabilizing the metastable conformation of HA trimer and participates in low-pH triggering of HA2 refolding.

In addition to structural changes of HA, low pH also induces structural changes in the matrix protein (M1) that may be required for completion of membrane fusion and RNP release. It was proposed that the matrix protein, which constitutes a protein layer beneath the viral membrane envelope to anchor HA and NA (Harris et al. [@CR24_9]), is the last barrier that was broken at low pH in the fusion process (Lee [@CR40_9]). Furthermore, low pH dissociates the matrix protein from RNP to unveil the nuclear import mechanism (Bui et al. [@CR5_9]). The synchronized structural changes induced by low pH in the endosomes make up the process to complete the ultimate task to release RNP into the nucleus for initiation of virus replication.

HA-Mediated Membrane Fusion {#Sec6_9}
===========================

The low pH-triggered conformational refolding of HA projects the fusion peptide to the target endosomal membrane. This is the first step in HA-mediated membrane fusion (Fig. [9.6](#Fig6_9){ref-type="fig"}). The fusion peptide is generated after the HA precursor, HA0, is cleaved into HA1 and HA2 during influenza virus assembly. Before the cleavage, an extended loop consisting of residues 323--329 in HA1 and 1--12 in HA2 is exposed on the outer surface of the HA trimer (Chen et al. [@CR10_9]). Residue 319 is usually a positively charged residue that allows the site to be cleaved by a trypsin-like host protease. Residues preceding 329, usually including a number of positively charged residues, would enlarge the loop to facilitate protease cleavage as found in case of highly pathogenic avian influenza viruses (Nicholls et al. [@CR50_9]). The polybasic residues that precede the cleavage site are postulated to allow a broad spectrum of host proteases to carry out the cleavage so that the virus gains increased virulence. However, the loop did not have an exposed conformation in HA of the 1918 H1N1 virus, a highly pathogenic human influenza virus (Luo et al. [@CR47_9]). Other structural features in the pocket where the fusion peptide is tucked in after cleavage also contribute to the pathogenicity of influenza virus. Normally, the side chains of ionizable residues in the pocket provide a number of hydrogen bond interactions with main chain amides of the fusion peptide to stabilize it in the pocket (Wilson et al. [@CR77_9]). In highly pathogenic strains, the structural changes near the pocket may allow the fusion peptide to be released from the pocket more easily.Fig. 9.6A model for the membrane fusion process. Possible steps are attachment of the fusion peptide at initial refolding of HA2, hemifusion mediated by the fusion peptide and HA2, completion of membrane fusion with final refolding of HA2

The released fusion peptide is capable of penetrating into the target membrane, especially when it is lifted by the refolded HA. To fuse the two membranes, the fusion peptide first catalyses the hemifusion, mixing the outer leaflets of the two lipid bilayers, followed by formation of a fusion pore where both leaflets are fused. The fusion peptide forms an α-helix and inserts into the lipid bilayer at an angle (Lear and DeGrado [@CR39_9]; Luneberg et al. [@CR46_9]). The fusion peptide helix in the lipid bilayer has a kink that divides the structure into two halves (Yoshimoto et al. [@CR80_9]; Bodian et al. [@CR1_9]). At the fusion pH of 5.0, residues 2--10 form an α-helix in the first half and residues 13--18 form a 3~10~-helix in the second half. The two helices make almost a right angle. Such a tight structure allows the fusion peptide to insert deeper in the lipid bilayer with charged side chains in the fusion peptide left out of the membrane (Bodian et al. [@CR1_9]). Insertion of the tightly folded fusion peptide likely induces membrane perturbation to facilitate lipid exchanges between juxtaposed membranes. Studies showed that the insertion of the fusion peptide into the lipid bilayer is reversible at neutral pH at which the fusion peptide could not form tightly folded two helices (Chang and Cheng [@CR7_9]). Only at low pH, insertion of the fusion peptide would lead to the following steps toward irreversible membrane fusion to form a functional fusion pore. Prior to hemifusion of the lipid bilayer, the fusion peptide undergoes a process involving diffusion in the lipid bilayer in order to become self-associated, which may be a rate-limiting step and require the participation of multiple copies of HA (Chernomordik et al. [@CR12_9]; Floyd et al. [@CR18_9]).

In the in vitro experiments, the fusion peptide alone could facilitate the complete fusion of two membranes. However, the fusion peptide is presumably covalently linked to the refolded HA2 at the fusogenic pH during influenza virus infection. At this stage, it is conceivable that the viral and endosomal membranes are still apart, but hemifusion could already occur (Chernomordik et al. [@CR12_9]; Kemble et al. [@CR33_9]). Studies suggest that both the fusion peptide and the exposed part of HA2 after low pH refolding contribute to hemifusion under low pH (Leikina et al. [@CR41_9]). First of all, the polypeptide following the fusion peptide is responsible for the formation of HA2 trimer. Fusion activities are dependent upon effective concentrations of HA. The contribution of HA2 trimer to fusion can at least in part attribute to concentrating the fusion peptide. Second, the low pH conformation of HA2 prior to the final refolded hairpin structure is required for catalysis of hemifusion. In fact, the whole HA1−HA2 ectodomain, released from the influenza virus particle by bromelain treatment, could not induce lipid mixing or membrane fusion (Leikina et al. [@CR41_9]; Wharton et al. [@CR75_9]; White et al. [@CR76_9]). In addition, deletion of residues 91--127 or mutations in this region also diminished its activities to induce hemifusion (Leikina et al. [@CR41_9]). These observations suggest that the entire fusogenic HA2 molecule plays a role to induce hemifusion in addition to the fusion peptide. Furthermore, it has been found that small pores are induced by insertion of the fusion peptide. They flicker at this stage, i.e., they are open or closed reversibly. The HA2 molecules could aggregate membrane-inserted fusion peptides to enlarge the pores, but the system did not proceed to complete fusion in the absence of the viral membrane. This leads to a hypothetical model that HA induces hemifusion and large pores in the target endosomal membrane before final refolding (Bonnafous and Stegmann [@CR2_9]).

Expansion of the initial fusion pore leads to complete fusion of the two membranes and release of the contents in the viral particle. This last step requires the participation of the transmembrane domain in HA. The main function of the transmembrane domain is to package and anchor HA in the viral membrane envelope. In addition, studies showed that the transmembrane domain also participates in the final step of membrane fusion (Kemble et al. [@CR33_9]). If HA is anchored to a cell membrane through GI-linked lipids, it may induce hemifusion with other cell membranes, but not complete fusion. This shows that only a full-length HA with the transmembrane domain could function to mediate membrane fusion. The transmembrane domain of HA could be replaced by a different transmembrane domain derived from another virus, and the complete fusion could still be induced by the chimeric HA. This suggests that the role of transmembrane domain is more biophysical in membrane fusion. The specific amino acid sequence of the transmembrane domain is not required for membrane fusion as long as its biophysical properties are suitable for this process. It was shown that the transmembrane domain forms helices that can aggregate in lipids and increases the order of acyl chains in lipid bilayers, which may be required for both targeting HA to the lipid "raft" during assembly and complete fusion (Tatulian and Tamm [@CR70_9]). Mutations in the transmembrane domain not only reduced the copy number of HA in virus particles, but also the efficiency of HA-mediated membrane fusion (Takeda et al. [@CR68_9]). Changes of the amino acid sequence altered the interactions of the transmembrane domain with lipid bilayer in terms of biophysical interactions, which is the reason that the functions of HA were affected in both the anchoring and membrane fusion. The transmembrane domain forms tight oligomers in the lipid bilayer, and also insert deeper into the lipid bilayer at low pH (Chang et al. [@CR8_9]). However, the transmembrane domain itself could not disturb membrane structure or induce hemifusion. Its contribution to membrane fusion must be in association with the fusion peptide. As the result of refolding, the fusion peptide and the transmembrane domain are brought close to each other. The residues at the N terminus of HA2 in the refolded structure form a cap connecting the ends of the three helices to close off the helices in the refolded HA2 trimer (Chen et al. [@CR11_9]). The residues preceding the transmembrane domain are also structured next to the cap. The region between the cap and the fusion peptide, as well as the region between the end of the structured C-terminal part of HA2 and the transmembrane domain, appear to be very flexible, which allows the fusion peptide and the transmembrane domain to assume their conformation independent of the rigid HA2 trimer. Evidence suggested that the fusion peptide could associate with the oligomerized transmembrane domain in lipid bilayer (Chang et al. [@CR8_9]). The association of the fusion peptide with the transmembrane domain oligomer may be one mechanism that the transmembrane domain facilitates fusion pore expansion and complete fusion since the transmembrane domain can insert deeper in the lipid bilayer at low pH, which brings the fusion peptide further into the lipid bilayer because of the association between the two sequences.

The complete process of HA-mediated membrane fusion was captured as snapshots using EM cryo-tomography (Lee [@CR40_9]). Liposomes were incubated with influenza virus particles at different pH for different time periods. Images showed that the fusion peptide was first released and inserted into the target liposomal membrane as the pH was lowered. The insertion of the fusion peptide from multiple copies of HA glycoproteins on the virus surface deformed the target membrane, but the membrane structure of the virus particle was still intact at this stage. Following the initial insertion of the fusion peptide, formation of pores was observed in the target membrane and the refolding of HA brought the target membrane in touch with the viral membrane. Opening in the membranes was observed while the fusion process was in progress. However, a protection layer was still present to protect the content of the virus particle. This layer was identified as the matrix protein layer, which gave way as the fusion process went further at low pH. The layer of the matrix protein provided not only the last protection of viral contents, but also a platform for HA to anchor on during the initial deformation of the target membrane and subsequent joining of the two membrane parties for fusion. This may be another reason that the transmembrane domain of HA is required for complete fusion because the anchoring of HA on the layer of the matrix protein underneath the viral membrane envelope is by interactions of the transmembrane domain with the matrix protein. The final stage would require expansion of pores at low pH and release of the viral contents. The EM cryo-tomography snapshots could only resolve certain steps in the membrane fusion process. The limitation of the image resolution does not allow the fine details of membrane structures to be fully revealed. The exact details of lipid exchange, hemifusion, and fusion pores may only be found out with images of higher resolution.

Entry Inhibitors as Antiviral Drugs {#Sec7_9}
===================================

Since entry of influenza virus is an essential step in its replication cycle, inhibitors that block this step could be effective antiviral drugs. An entry inhibitor of HIV, Enfuvirtide, is a drug currently used for treatment of HIV infection (Kilby et al. [@CR35_9]). There is no reason why entry inhibitors of influenza virus would not be effective antiviral drugs. In light of emergence of mutant viruses resistant to current drugs, such as NAIs, the need for novel antiviral drugs is obvious for treatment of influenza virus infection, especially as combination therapy.

The efforts to develop effective entry inhibitors of influenza virus have been attempted previously by a number of groups. One of the early reports is on triperiden (Fig. [9.7](#Fig7_9){ref-type="fig"}) that was shown to inhibit influenza virus replication at a concentration of 20 μg/ml (Heider et al. [@CR27_9]). This compound was later shown to inhibit hemolysis of red blood cells and the sensitivity of HA1 to trypsin after low pH treatment of HA (Ghendon et al. [@CR20_9]). Reassortment of the drug-sensitive strain with a strain that was not sensitive confirmed that the gene sensitive to triperiden was HA. Triperiden-resistant mutations were mapped to HA as well (Prosch et al. [@CR54_9]). In a more recent report, it was shown that inhibition of influenza virus replication by triperiden may be due to its ability to lower the internal pH in the prelysosomal compartment (Ott and Wunderli-Allenspach [@CR53_9]). In a later effort, a group in BMS Pharmaceutical Research Institute discovered a novel HA inhibitor (BMY-27709) that has an EC~50~ of 6--8 μM against influenza viruses that have HA subtypes H1 and H2, but not H3 (Luo et al. [@CR47_9]). The compound was shown to inhibit virus replication at an early stage and the inhibition was reversible. These data suggest that the inhibitor target is HA. This was further confirmed by the inhibitor-resistant mutations found in HA and inhibition of hemolysis by the compound (Luo et al. [@CR48_9]). Similarly, a group in Lilly Research Laboratories found a novel inhibitor, a podocarpic acid derivative (180299), by screening a chemical library (Staschke et al. [@CR65_9]). The EC~50~ of 180299 is 0.01 μg/ml against A/Kawasaki/86 but ≥10 μg/ml against other trains. The target of action was also confirmed to be HA by inhibition of cell fusion and positions of inhibitor-resistant mutations. By screen, another inhibitor was also discovered, Stachyflin, that has an EC~50~ in the μM range against H1 and H2 viruses, but not H3 (Yoshimoto et al. [@CR80_9]). HA as the target for Stachyflin was also confirmed by time of addition, inhibition of hemolysis, and reassortment between subtype H1 and H3. Another group initiated a structure-aided approach to identify inhibitors of HA-mediated membrane fusion (Bodian et al. [@CR1_9]; Hoffman et al. [@CR28_9]). The most effective compound identified (S19) has an EC~50~ of 0.8 μM against influenza virus X-31, and activities on other strains were not reported. What was remarkable about their work is that they found another moderate inhibitor (C22). Unlike other inhibitors that prevented the conformational change of HA, C22 facilitated the conformational change at fusion pH and its effect was irreversible. C22 destabilizes HA and also inhibits hemolysis, fusion, and viral infectivity. The authors concluded that since C22 does not induce the conformational change at neutral pH, it was conceivable that it might facilitate fusion by destabilizing HA as an effector.Fig. 9.7The chemical structure of some published fusion inhibitors of influenza virus

The mutations identified in the process of verifying the mechanism of action by the fusion inhibitors of HA may provide insights on how HA fusion may be inhibited. The mutations may occur throughout HA1 and HA2 molecules, but most of them are in HA2. They can generally be classified in two groups. The first group includes the mutations that destabilize HA so the conformational change of HA2 can still occur even in the presence of the inhibitor. These mutations mostly were found in HA2 and occurred more often as found in resistant mutants to BMS-27709, 180299, and S19 (Hoffman et al. [@CR28_9]; Luo et al. [@CR48_9]; Staschke et al. [@CR65_9]). Mutations reduce either the stabilizing interactions with the fusion peptide or the interfaces that stabilize the trimer association of HA. The mutant HAs are therefore more fusogenic at a pH higher than that required by the fusion of wild-type HA. Such mutations in HA were also identified in mutant viruses that are resistant to high concentrations of amantadine, an antiviral compound that elevates intracellular pH (Hoffman et al. [@CR28_9]; Staschke et al. [@CR65_9]). These data indicate that the fusion inhibitors discovered previously primarily stabilize HA when binding to HA. The stabilization by these inhibitors makes the conformational change of HA more energetically unfavorable so the chance of fusion is reduced, which leads to reduction of virus replication. The second group of mutations was identified by selection of resistant mutants to C22 that is an effector of the conformational change in HA, instead of an inhibitor (Hoffman et al. [@CR28_9]). As expected, the mutant HAs have a downward shift in fusion pH, and the inhibitor resistant viruses in the first group are actually more sensitive to C22.

The results support the notion that entry inhibitors can inhibit influenza virus replication effectively. The challenge for developing an antiviral drug that can be used clinically is to discover entry inhibitors that have a high potency against all strains of human influenza virus. Since the conservation in amino acid sequence is low among influenza virus HA, a clear picture on how to discover a commonly efficacious entry inhibitor has not yet emerged. Since HA-mediated membrane fusion is the common mechanism for influenza virus entry, there is the potential to discover an inhibitor that blocks influenza virus entry through the common mechanism, if not a common inhibitor binding site in HA per se.
